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10inch EP

12inch LP

each vinyl unique
500 x 12 inch random colored VINYL
Color is choosen randomly by us. Marbelings are possible.
Color changes within the production are possible.

mastercut and galvanization
2 testpressings in advance, free shipping to
one address in Germany *
coloured labels (1-4c CMYK)
white paper innersleeves

plastic sleeve possible for an extra charge

free shipping to one address in Germany *
production time: approximately 4 weeks **
After our offer is approved by the customer and we have received the advanced payment (new customers have to pay the first productions in advance), you will
receive login data to our FTP server, to where you can upload your audio- and print data. All data will be checked by us. Should we notice any problems, we will
inform you about that, if needed including hints how to fix the problem.
For printdata you will receive approval files in any case. Only if you give us your go, we will start the printing of labels and covers.
Once we have correct audiodata including tracklisting, we will start the production of your test pressings and ship them out to you, or to a address of your
liking.That way you can check the sound quality of the records. If you are happy with the result, you have to approve the testpressings, too.
Only if we have your approval for the test presssings and for the printdata, we will finally start the finish production.

* Free shipping of test- and finished pressings is valid for one address in Germany. Should you like have us shipped the records to multiple addresses or to
other countries, this would cause additional shipping costs.

price on request

** Given delivery times for test pressings are valid from the moment we have received all necessary data. Besides the advanced payment, this includes audio
data with a labelcopy inclunding trackpositions (A1, B2...) and playtimes, a copyright licence of your local copyright organization and the shipping adress
Delivery time for the finished pressings is valid after the test pressings are approved and all print data is OK is approved for printing.

